DIRECTORATE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION & TRAINING,ODISHA
*******

E-mail-convenernursing@gmail.com

INSTRUCTION TO CANDIDATES REGARDING SPECIAL ROUND ALLOTMENT
(ANM / BASIC B.Sc./ P,B,B,Sc./ M.Sc. / P.B. Diploma Nursing Course)
1. Special round counseling is scheduled to be held to fill up the vacant seats in Govt. Institutions only.
2. The eligible merit-listed candidates & who have submitted their choice earlier are eligible for this round.
3. The candidates who have been admitted in the institution as per their choice given in 1st preference are
not eligible to participate.
4. All the vacant seats of Govt. institutions will be considered as UR/General Seats and no reservations will
be available in this round.
5. There will be an option for “consent for special round” on the applicant log-in page.
6. The candidates who want to participate in this round, have to select the option “consent for special round”
on or before 17.02.2022 by 11:45 P.M.
7. If a candidate does not select his/her option within the stipulated time, it will be treated as he/she is not
interested in this special round.
8. Once the candidate has exercised the choice, it cannot be changed.
9. Consent for up-gradation in this special round is firm and final & only up-gradation will be done in this
round. (Ex:- If a candidate is allotted against his/her 2nd choice in the previous round, then his/her
allotment will be upgraded to 1st choice, if available).
10. The candidates are advised to be very careful while exercising the choice because any change in the
allotment-cum-admission in this round will automatically cancelled the allotment-cum-admission made in
earlier round.
11. The candidates who have paid the part course fee in the previous round are not required to pay the part
course fee again. When a candidate is allotted for the 1st time, then he/she has to pay the part course fee.
12. During this round, the candidate, who are upgraded to Govt. institution from previously admitted Pvt.
Institution, and deposited fee before the Pvt. Institution, the Principal of the concerned Pvt. Institution
will have to refund the differential fee as applicable.
Selection of option/choice “consent for special round” in
applicant log in page

14.02.2022 to 17.02.2022 by 11:45 P.M.

Publication of result of allotment of special round

23.02.2022

Reporting at the institution as per special round

24.02.2022 to 25.02.2022
Sd/Convener
State Nursing Selection Committee

